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Social distancing  
and cleaning solutions 
for healthcare

3M has many years of experience 
working with businesses to create 
best fitting solutions. Our extensive 
range of floor, window and wall 
graphic vinyls can give your patients 
and staff the simple visual markers 
they need to help maintain the 
required distance at all times. We 
can also help improve your everyday 
facility cleaning with top quality and 
effective solutions. 

From floor graphics to slip-resistant 
tapes and time-saving, effective 
cleaning products, 3M will help you 
maintain a professional image that 
will show patients you care.

The COVID-19 global pandemic 
has brought the concept of social 
distancing into all of our lives. Over 
the coming months all facilities 
will be required to introduce new 
measures to prevent the spread  
of the virus and maintain safety for 
patients and workers.

With 3M products, you are choosing 
the quality and expertise of a renowned, 
global brand. Trust 3M experience and 
be sure that when you use or install 
our solutions, they will deliver on their 
claimed results and provide the stated 
standard. 
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Simplify your facility 
cleaning and maintenance

3M™ Nomad™ Ultra Clean Mat 4300

Disposable multi-layered mat designed to help protect areas where cleanliness and hygiene  
are critical.
 
Tacky top surface reduces dirt and dust from shoe soles and wheels (beds and wheelchairs).  

The mat can be laid onto any clean surface with no edging or holding frame required.
It can be easily removed or replaced. 

Make your healthcare facility shine with high cleaning standards and efficient solutions  
to match your needs. 3M's innovative cleaning products will help you simplify complex  
cleaning and maintenance tasks. 
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Scotch-Brite™ Clean & Shine Floor Pad

Shines floors as you clean

Floors can look dull after being treated with chemicals and 
disinfectants. This pad helps you to easily maintain a shining 
floor reflection.
Shines the floor as you clean with it. With just plain water, 
neutral cleaner or disinfectant, it effectively removes 
scuff marks faster than traditional floor pads and lasts 
significantly longer  (up to 40,000 sqm). 

3M™ Easy Trap Duster Sheets

Fast and efficient dusting sheets

Dusting is a crucial step in patient room cleaning. This 
product traps up to 8x more dirt, dust and sand than 
conventional flat-fringed cotton dust mops or competitive 
sweeping dust cloth solutions.
It can be used on both sides for dry or wet floors and to 
clean surfaces and floors.
Reduce the risk of cross contamination by disposing of 
duster and using a new one for each area.

3M™ Stainless Steel Cleaner and Polish Aerosol

Cleaning Stainless Steel Surfaces

Ideal for stainless steel, chrome, laminated plastics and 
aluminum surfaces.
 
With a high gloss formula, it wipes clean with no streaks or 
buildup, resists fingerprints and masks surface blemishes.

3M™ Scotchgard™ Surface Protection Film 2200

Protecting floors from unnecessary damage

Thin, almost invisible film compatible with standard floor 
cleaning procedures, floor disinfectants, cleaners and 
coatings. 
Protects floors underneath disinfectant dispensers or other 
areas where the floor is at risk of damage. Reduces the risk 
of damaged floors trapping germs.
Reduces timely scrub & recoating required in high
traffic areas. 
Protection film can be easily removed or replaced.
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Increasing confidence  
in your healthcare facility

KEEP 2 METERS DISTANCE

ENTRY WITH
FACEMASKS ONLY

ENTRY WITH
GLOVES ONLY

KEEP 2 METERS
APART

3M™ Envision Print Film 48C-20R non-PVC custom wall decals are easily 
applied and can be cleanly removed from most surfaces without causing 
surface damage, while leaving minimal to no adhesive residue.

Safety graphic examples:

Social distancing in healthcare
Every healthcare facility has unique needs for social distancing measures, which can be 
reinforced through graphic messaging on floors, windows and walls. Below are some examples 
of how 3M graphics can create eye-catching displays to encourage social distancing practices. 

DISPOSE OF GLOVES
AND MASKS HERE
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Interior / 
Outdoor Material Overlaminate Finish Durability* Non 

PVC
Additional  

information

FLOOR GRAPHICS

Interior

3M™ Scotchcal™ 
Graphic Film  
IJ40-10R/20R***

3M™  
Scotchcal™ 
3645

Luster Long - lasting 
up to 1 year

- Easy to apply and remove from various surfaces.

Excellent skid and cleaning agent resistance.

Outstanding color stability and long-lasting durability.

EN 13501 certified. 

DIN 51130 R9 certified.

3M™ Scotchcal™ 
Graphic Film  
IJ20-10R/20R***

3M™  
Scotchcal™  
3649 

Matte Short -economical  
up to 3 months

- Short term and economical solution.

Easy to apply and remove. 

Good skid and cleaning agent resistance.

EN 13501 certified.

DIN 51130 R9 certified.

Outdoor / 
Pavement

3M™ Scotchcal™ 
3662-10 

3M™  
Scotchcal™  
3647

Matte Long - lasting  
up to 2 years - the lifetime 
of outdoor pavement 
graphics is usually limited by 
weather conditions and the 
substrate the graphic is applied to. 

- Superior skid resistance.

Resist all types of floor cleaning agents.

Skid and scuff resistance as well as durability for high 
foot traffic, outdoor sidewalk graphics.

DIN 51130 R10 certified.

Interior / 
Outdoor Material Durability* Additional information

FLOOR MARKING

Interior and 
outdoor 

3MTM Hazard Warning  
Tape 766, 764

Short -economical Short term, economical solution.

Easy application.

3MTM Lane and Safety Marking 5702, 471 Long - lasting Medium to long term.

Makes floor layouts easy and quick to change.

Long-lasting durability, excellent color stability.

Fast and easy to apply.

Comes up easily and cleanly, in one piece.

Long term clean removal  
(up to 12 months).

High conformability.

3M™ Safety-Walk™ Slip-Resistant General 
Purpose Tapes and 
Treads 613

Long - lasting High friction slip and cleaning agent resistance.

Excellent color stability and long-lasting durability in heavy 
traffic applications.

*  Durability is the expected period that the unprinted, unprocessed 3M Graphics Product should meet 3M’s published specification when applied to a recommended 
substrate by following 3M guidelines, in a non-abusive environment. 

**  3M™ MCS™ Warranty* may be provided by a certified 3M™ MCS™ Partner.
*** R - removable.
**** UR - ultra removable.

Social distancing products
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Interior / 
Outdoor Material Finish Durability* 3M™ MCS™ 

Warranty**
Additional  

information

WINDOW DECALS

Interior / 
outdoor - 
short time

3M™ Clear View  IJ8150 Optically 
clear

Medium - Long 
up to 7 years

Yes Optically clear with excellent printability.  
Your message stands out. Print unique effects, including see-
through images.

3M™ Controltac™  IJ40-114R*** Gloss Short -medium 
up to 5 years 

Yes Easy to apply and to remove.  
Good optical clarity.  
Reliable short to medium term film. 

Interior / 
Outdoor Material Overlaminate Finish Durability* Non 

PVC
3M™ MCS™ 
Warranty**

Additional  
information

WALLS AND FLAT SURFACES

Interior and 
outdoor

3M™ Envision™ 
Print Film  
48C-10R**/20R*** 

3M Envision™ 
8050M

Matte Medium - Long 
up to 6 years

Yes Yes The PVC-Free choice. GREENGUARD certified.

Resistance to mild alkalis, mild acids and salt.

Less prone to scratching. 

3M™ Envision™ 
Print Wrap Film 
480mC

3M Envision™ 
8550M

Matte Long - lasting 
up to 10 years

Yes Yes The PVC-Free choice. For difficult surfaces. 

Flexibility and high conformability on compound 
curves, corrugations, deep channels, and rivets.

Easy to apply and remove film, even when used  
long-term.

3M™ Controltac™ 
IJ40C-10R/20R***

3M™ 
Scotchcal™ 
8040M

Matte Medium - long 
up to 7 years

- Yes Easy to install due to Comply™ technology.

Removable adhesive for clean 
removal.

Good printability.

Adheres to wide range of surfaces.

3M™  
Scotchgard™ 
8991

Gloss Medium - long 
up to 5 years

For interior 
applications 
only

Yes Yes Excellent chemical resistance and good anti-scratch 
performance.

Anti-graffiti protection.

Easy to clean.3M™  
Scotchgard™  
8995

Matte

*  Durability is the expected period that the unprinted, unprocessed 3M Graphics Product should meet 3M’s published specification when applied to a recommended 
substrate by following 3M guidelines, in a non-abusive environment. 

**  3M™ MCS™ Warranty* may be provided by a certified 3M™ MCS™ Partner.
*** R - removable.
**** UR - ultra removable.



Commercial Solutions Division  
3M United Kingdom PLC  
3M Centre

Cain Road Bracknell, 
Berkshire RG12 8HT 
01344 858000 
ukcommercialgraphics@mmm.com

www.3M.co.uk/innovativefinishes 3MWrapsUK 3MWrapsUK  3MWrapsUK

Commercial Solutions Division  
3M United Kingdom PLC  
4th Floor Building 8  
Exchange Quay

Salford Quays Manchester M5 3EJ 
01344 857000 
ukcommercialgraphics@mmm.com

Commercial Solutions Division  
3M Ireland (Dublin)  
The Iveagh Building  
The Park

Carrickmines Dublin 18, Ireland 
00 353 1 280 3555 
ukcommercialgraphics@mmm.com


